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Budget problems
may mean more
cuts for SJSU

Wednesday, February 16, 1983

’Streetcar’s’ Stella kisses ’husband’

By David Berkowitz
Unless the state’s $1.5 billion deficit is taken care of within a week, SJSU
and other California State University campuses will receive more budget
cuts this year, state Senator Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, said in a telephone
interview Monday.
Alquist, who is leading the Democratic fight for a one-cent sales-tax increase, said Gov. George Deukmejian will have to find a way to make up the
deficit this year unless the two parties can reach an agreement.
Deukmejian wants to take care of half the deficit through additional
cuts this year, carrying $900 million over to the 1983-84 fiscal year. Senate
Democrats, however, advocate a tax hike and oppose having to deal with a
deficit next year.
"What he doesn’t seem to understand is that any bill he gets out of the
legislature is going to require a majority of Democratic votes," Alquist
said.
The possibility of more budget reductions for the CSU system worries at
least one SJSU official, who has already dealt with this year’s cuts of more
than $443,000.
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"I don’t feel good about that prospect at all," said Glen Guttormsen,
SJSU business affairs director. "Any cuts anytime are a serious matter --especially after the heavy reductions we’ve just covered."
Guttormsen said that the university could probably deal with more cuts,
but the next time will be more difficult.
Guttormsen also agreed with Alquist’s statement that without a tax increase, or some other solution, SJSU will likely face more budget reductions.
"Certainly, it would be no surprise," he said. "The name of the game is
survival, but it would be no fun."
Democratic leaders in Sacramento thought they had a deficit solution
worked out last Thursday when the governor gave his verbal approval to a
compromise. The Democratic plan called for a sales-tax increase if state
Cantirood on pp 6

Karen Kea.)

When "A Streetcar Named Desire" stopped at SJSU Friday night, David Apple who had
the role of Stanley Kowalski, shared a moment with Stella Kowalski, played by Kate 0’

Shea. The production plays through Saturday at the University. Story on Page 3,
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Library cold without cash
By Janet Cassidy
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University officials are seeking
a better way to heat Clark Library
because after three overcast days
the library’s solar heating is no
longer effective.
But any solution to the problem
will probably be expensive, according to Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans.
"Something has to be done, but

Huey Lewis to test
new ballroom floor
By Carrie Hagen
The first dance held in the Student Union Ballroom was on Halloween, 1969. The Grateful Dead was
the headliner and tickets were $2.
Twelve years later, dancing in
the ballroom was prohibited. The
floor was in serious danger of collapsing, engineers told Student
Union officials.
On Feb. 26, the ballroom will
once again be the site of a major
dance. Ironically, the last group to
perform before the shutdown will be
the first group to perform in the renovated ballroom: Huey Lewis and
the News.
The ballroom floor has always
moved to some extent, according to
Patrick Wiley, associate director of
the Student Union. It moved during
the first dance, he said.
"In fact, it was rather shocking
at the time," Wiley said.
The floor continued to move during dances.
"We didn’t think too much about
it until three years ago when it
seemed like the movement was increasing," Wiley said.
Finally, an engineer from T.Y.
Lin International, the company
which had designed the Student
Union, was called in to look at the
floor during a dance. He came during the Greg Kihn show. What he
saw "scared him," Wiley said.
"He said the floor had not been
designed for that kind of dancing,"
Wiley said.

Weather
an

what it will be I don’t know," Evans
said.
After a few days of overcast or
very cold weather, temperatures in
the library have been dropping to
the low 60s, especially in the private
offices along the building’s north
wall, according to library officials.
In the meantime, a few portable
heaters and plenty of heavy overcoats are keeping students and library officials warm on overcast

The National Weather Service says showers are expected
this morning but should taper off
by mid-afternoon. Tonight will be
partly cloudly. High temperatures will be in the high 50’s to the
low 60’s, with lows in the high 40’s
to low 50’s.

The kind of dancing he referred
to was "pogo" dancing, or synchronized dancing. All of the dancers were jumping up and down at
the same time, Wiley said.
"The supports for the floor were
moving as much as three or four
inches, and that’s just way too
much," Wiley said.
At the Greg Kihn concert, and at
the Huey Lewis concert several
days later, "the movement was so
tremedous that we had doors on the
bottom floor opening and shuting,"
Wiley said.
The ballroom floor was "stiffened" with steel reenforcing beams
over the winter break, Wiley said,
adding the renovation cost $150,000.
The floor is once again suitable for
dancing, he said.
"It looks like the problem is
solved," Wiley said. He said he does
not anticipate further problems.
"The most important thing is we
can have dances again," Wiley said.
"There was no where else for people
to turn"

days.
Jeff Paul, Clark Library’s
media coordinator, said his office on
the building’s north side remained
at 57 degrees during Janauary.
The campus heating system
could be used as a backup to the
solar heating system in cloudy
weather, Evans said.
But a backup system, which was
cut out of the architect’s original
plans for the library, will cost more
to build now than when the library
was originally built, Evans said.
University officials have estimated the cost for hooking up the library to the campus heating facility
at $200,000.
Unfortunately, with the state’s
current financial woes, chances of
getting funding for a project of this
size look gloomy, Evans said.
Clark Library’s lack of sufficient heating is not a new issue,
according to Henry Orbach, associate executive vice president of facilities development and operations.
Officials have known that the library was not equipped with a
Continued on page 6

Bill seeks to fund
university housing
By Mark Sweeny
Funds for the construction of low-cost, on-campus
housing will be provided to California State University
campuses if a bill, now before the state Legislature, becomes law.
Assembly Bill 133, introduced by Assemblywoman
Teresa P. Hughes, D-Los Angeles, will establish a fund to
grant loans for building affordable student housing.
The bill is currently being reviewed by the education
committee before being present to the state legislature.
Campuses with no student housing will be given first
priority to apply for the loan. The loan will be repaid over
a forty-year period from the fees of the dormitory residents. The interest rates charged to the university will not
exceed 6 percent per year.
The bill will also require the CSU system to develop a
five-year plan evaluating the housing facilitie at each
campus
Hughes said that the purpose of the bill is to lessen the
competition for low-cost housing between students, senior
citizens, and families on fixed incomes.

Open parties
By Mike Holm
There will be no more fraternity open parties at SJSU, according to Don Dushane, InterFraternity Council adviser.
Instead there will be private parties, requiring invitations, at which liquor may be sold if the
San Jose Police Department and Alcoholic Beverage Control approve new party rules adopted
by IFC last semester.
The rules were adopted after three parties
were broken up last fall and 14 members cited
for selling beer without a license.

Although SJSU does have dormitories and the Spartan City housing complex for married students, Cathy
Curtin, assistant housing director, said that if there is a
need for housing expansion in the future, they now would
be able to borrow the money for the project.
She added that she supports the bill on a system -wide
basis because it will give other universities the opportunity to obtain funds for low-cost housing.
Presently, California State University, Fullerton does
not have housing facilities for students. However. Roger
Nudd, dean of student services, said that if the bill is
passed, they will be applying for the loan.
Nudd said that a survey of 2,400 students found that 84
percent of the students supported the construction of dormitories and 48 percent would like to live on campus if facilities were available.
The completion date of this housing project would be
three years after the funds were obtained, he said.
If AB 133 does not become law, Nudd said he will consider plans to obtain funds from private contributions and
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

a thing of the past?

Under the regulations, all 22 SJS fraternity
parties would be limited to a four hour maximum, and parties where liquor is sold could only
be held on Fridays and Saturdays.
The only way for a Greek house to avoid the
licensing requirement would be to give away
drinks and charge no admission, said Robert Ku wads, ABC special investigator.
According to Kuwada, ABC considers any
admission charge to be a form of payment for
the liquor being served.
"Even a donation, like canned food, would

be looked on by ABC) as consideration (for
drinks)," he said, and thus a license would be required.
Dushane said Tuesday he thought admission
could be charged and beer served free if the admission charge is not used to pay for the liquor
or anything related to drinking it.
Cups, ice and garbage cans to keep kegs in
could be considered paraphernalia for selling
beer. Any money collected would have to be accounted for to show it was not used to
Conamed on page 6

Consumer group lobbies SJSU students
By Keith Hodgin
A state-wide college consumer group is
on campus lobbying students and AS. directors in an effort to represent student consumer interests.
The California Public Interest Research Group (CalPIRG ) operates out of
seven college campuses, including the University of Santa Clara and the University of
California at Berkeley, in an attempt to represent the consumer viewpoint by conducting consumer research and lobbying legislators, according to staff member Jeff
Hindman.
Hindman, a full time staff member of
the Santa Clara CalPIRG, is a marketing
major from the university of Colorado and
the main organizer in the attempt to bring
calPIRG to SIM‘ Ile was asked to help

start the program at SJSU by students Doug
Braymen and Erin O’Doherty after they attended a state organizing conference in Los
Angeles in Janurary.
A general interest meeting about Cal.
PIRG will be held at 7:30 tonight in the Student Union Umunhum Room,
CalPIRG members handed out a newsletter during arena registration and have
been passing out literature in front of the
Student Union.
At last week’s A.S. board of directors
meeting, Hindman introduced the program
and received a generally favorable response.
Stephanie Duer, A.S. director of nontraditional minority affairs, showed particular interest in the program.
"I think to completely disregard what is

going on outside the perimeter of this campus is really short-sighted," Duer said.
Funding questioned
However, CalPIRG was subject to skepticism, especially concerning the method of
financing the program.
CalPIRG would be funded by a $3 increase in student fees. Students not wishing
to contribute will be refunded the three dollars at tables set at various locations on
campus, according to Hindman.
Duer said that for a political organization such as CalPIRG, which will affect students beyond the scope of this campus,
charging a three dollar fee is not unreasonable "when you consider the potential of an
organization like this. We are not just students. we are taxpayers too."

Robert Musil, A.S. director of comniunity affairs, took a different view of the fee
increase. "My thought is we just got a 664
fee (increase), we are facing $230 in the
next year, I seriously doubt that the students are going to want to tack on another
fee right now."
"Well, that’s up to the students, and
what did you get for the $64" Hindman responded.
"For $3 you’re going to get a pretty diverse and pretty strong program, and
you’re going to be able to tie in with seven
other schools, that to me is the advantage to
having this ( program) and that’s the question that’s going to be put to the students-- is
it worth it?" Hindman said.
Duer said the $3 would be paying for
something students
ConOnuad on page 6
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EDITORIAL

Conviction poses more questions
Ahorrible chapter in SJSU history is
closed. Blythe Nielsen is dead. Her
murderer has been convicted and
sentenced to life in prison. The ex -convicts
program that brought him to SJSU is gone.
The page turns.
The convicted murder. Donald Cummings was a convicted rapist who spent three
sears in Ataseadero State Hospital following
a 1974 rape conviction. In 1977 he was
released. Social workers and parole officers
said they believed he would not be a danger
to others.
Ile came to SJSU under the aegis of a
program designed to give ex -convicts a
second chance -- an education that would
help them enter the mainstream of society.
Ile majored in political science and earned
honors grades. Two of his instructors
testified in his behalf at his trial.
Cummins
Between
1979 and
1981,
committed two vicious murders and at least
mu brutal assaults, all of which took place
%% ithin blocks of the SJSU campus.
This raises grave questions about the
ability of psychiatric workers to predict
behavior. Psychiatrists themselves admit
the perils of "playing God." But that is what
the criminal justice system asks them to do.
That should be changed, because the cost of
faulty predictions is too great.
SJSU criminology expert Alvin Rudolf,
professor emeritus in sociology, points out
that, statistically, people who have raped,
assaulted or murdered rarely do it again. But
those statistics are unlikely to appease a
citizenry fed up with "revolving door"
justice that puts violent criminals back on

the streets after brief prison terms.
With any luck, Cummings will never set
foot outside prison walls again. Ile was
sentenced to 12 years and eight months for
the assaults and two consecutive life terms
for the murders. There will be appeals but
chances for their success were lessened last
voted
Californians
November
when
Proposition 8 into law.
Nielsen’s parents are not satisfied. They
say justice has not been served. Their
daughter cannot be brought back to life.
With the current emotional climate
toward crime, we can expect "a proliferation
of the use of the death penalty,"according to
Rudolf. Whether the death penalty will solve
anything is, however, a matter of debate.
exYet cutting off rehabilitation
periments like SJSU’s ex -offender’s program
does not solve any problems.
Terminating the program was "a
political response," Rudolf said. "It solved
nothing. Cummings could have been on
campus anyway. There are ex -offenders
walking around campus now."
Police weren’t happy with the program’s
demise either. Now they have no record of
ex -offenders at SJSU. Anyone paroled from
prison is free to enroll as a regular student.
Police weren’t happy with the program’s
demise either. Now they have no record of
ex -offenders at SJSU. Anyone paroled front
prison is free to enroll as a regular student.
many
old
Cummings’ case raises
questions but answers few, if any, of them.
Clearly, however, the subject of violent
crime and rehabilitation bears far more
research than it has received.

Editor’s Notebook

Censorship: a two-edged sword
Supporters of freedom of speech should be pulled in two
sidirections by the recent censorship of magazines in the
Spartan bookstore.
1/
On the one hand it is abhorrent that a group of people this time a group from the Women’s Center may
dictate what reading material will be available to others. The brazen move smacks of Nazi book-burning and
outright oppression.
But at the same time, those who cherish freedom

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

must scream out in defense of the right to object to "pornographic’. material.
Everyone. even those who seek to supress, must be
attire, ml to speak their peace.
It not, then no one can truly say we have freedom of
expression.
Karen Hester and Leslie Schneider, who are leading
the women’s Center’s fight against pornography in the
bookstore. told Daily editors Monday they would like to
dil -pornographic" magazines eliminated not just
the magazines banned so far and not just in the
bookstore.
They have been very successful in getting several
publications such as Oui magazine removed from the
bookstore shelves. And they appear to be backed by at
,,ast 49 others who signed petitions urging the banning
several similar publications.

TALKMAN:

I’m sure they’re not alone. There must be others
who share their views.
Armed with an "I don’t know what pornography is
but I know it when I see it" mentality, Hester and
Schneider routinely flip through the men’s magazines in
the bookstore, searching for pictorials or literature that
feature violence or oppression toward women.
Their goal to erase the unhealthy women-as-objects
attitude is noble, but very, very frightening.
They have elected themselves judge and jury of the
community standard of pornography the yardstick
the Supreme Court measures in freedom of speech vs.
pornography cases.
But at San Jose State or any nearby area, it would
be impossible to pinpoint the community standard because none exists. Every like, dislike, perversion and interest thrives in San Jose and at San Jose State.
I’m sure Hester and Schneider don’t enjoy the National Enquirer, Soldier of Fortune, or publications that
torment, abuse and degrade women.
But somebody does. And those who do have every
right to read what they want, when they want and without interference from others who don’t share their particular reading interests.
No one has the right to say what others can or cannot read. But Hester and Schneider are certainly trying.
They are playing a dangerous game one that effects everyone who believes in the right of choice and
expression.
The censorship issue really comes down to what is
more important: freedom of speech or the problems the
material may present.
I’ll choose freedom every time.
Obviously Hester and Schneider don’t agree. And
unfortunately. I have to defend their right to say it.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wednesday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Bookstore needs
dual display
Editor:
Regarding the controversy over
magazines at Spartan Bookstore, it
is not so much what is taken off the
racks as what is put on them. It
seems to me that a university
bookstore ought to stock the socalled "little magazines," including
literary reviebs, journals devoted to
music and the arts, political journals
such as the Nation, New Republic,
National Review, the Progressive,
as well as hybrid publications such
as the New York Review of Books.
There really ought to be two
magazine racks: One displaying
intellectual wares such as the above,
the other the so-called trade
publications from Time to Penthouse. This sort of dual display is
not unusual in bookstores comparable to ours.
Tom Wendell
American Studies and English
Professor

’Anointed’ women
protect students
Editor:
We should all rest more easily
knowing that a new team of selfarbiters
moral
appointed
Karen Hester ( Leslie) Schneider,
of the Women’s Center -- in cahoots
with Spartan Bookstore manager
Nancy McMahon, is protecting us
from the corruption and debasement
of "pornography." ( Spartan Daily,
Feb. 7)
Apparently the standard of what
we can see, read and purchase on

the magazine rack is no longer
governed by the California Obscenity Law, but rather by what this
righteous threesome regard as
"particularly offensive" to their
sensibilities.
Even more galling than the
censorship aspect is the fact that
these women feel so anointed that
they assume the power to appoint
themselves as guardians for the rest
of us. One can only cry out in the
anguished words of John Knox,
" . . . oh this monstrous regimen of
women!"
James E. Watson
Political Science
Professor

Magazines are
dehumanizing
Editor:
In a "free" democracy I am
appalled to find citizens who have
nothing better to do than attack the
efforts of a few, (in this case two
women,) who took action to end
exploitation, discrimination and
dehumanization of the majority in
our society -- women are still
holding at 51 percent. I am referring
to the editorial of Thursday, Feb. 10,
regarding Karen Hester and Leslie
Schneider’s influence in the removal
of particularly offensive pornographic magazines from the
Spartan Bookstore.
It is argued that these women,
as a minority of only two individuals, have no right to exert
pressure that promotes change.
First, let me commend their integrity to take action I agree with,
and their effectiveness in this instance. Second, let me emphasize
that the removal of the magazines
has nothing to do with censorship

since masturbation magazines are
abundantly available to eager
buyers. Rather, the greater question
of oppression is being addressed.
The magazines removed are noted
for their violence against women for
the purpose of male stimulation.
Examples would include Buster’s
cover which depicted a woman being
put through a meatgrinder or their
"special" series layout on women
and knives which highlighted
photographs of women being
mutililated with knives in various
"erotic poses." If genitals were
removed from these photos and
Blacks, Jews or Asians replaced the
women would we find the removal of
such magazines offensive? My guess
is that a cover to cover journal
depicting the mutilzation, subserviance, stupidity and murder of
Blacks would not be tolerated, let
alone financially supported by such
an educated community as ours here
at SJSU., unless, of course, the
replacements were women. I offer
my sincer gratitude to these fine
women. Karen and leslie, as I do to
all of the woemn at the Women’s
Center. I am glad that they have
found a place at SJSU. The editor, on
the other hand . . .
Robin M. Williams, Sr.
Women’s Studies
senior
All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature, major:
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bental
Hall, or to the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union.

What is the most embarrassing thing that ever happened to you?
Asked in front of the Clark library.

I showed up for a party
on the wrong day.
Joe Allen
Psychology
graduate

I got out of the pool at u
water polo meet and
walked around al/ duy with
a hole In my bathing suit
Jim Holderegger
Advertising
senior

I fed bread crumbs to a
wooden duck.
Jill Stansbury
Medical Illustration
junior

I raised my hand and!
had a hole in the armpit of
my shirt
Vernon Janie!
African American Studies
senior

I was giving a
presentation in my voice
class and my stomach
growled so loud the entire
class heard it.
Linda Webb
Creative Arts
graduate

Spartan Daily
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Play demands much from actors
By Gig) Bisson

the bare bulbs it emulated
and the set captured the
aura of dilapidation that
symbolized the decay of
the occupants within. But
the acting was the strength
and weaknesses of the product ion life.
When David Apple
took off his shirt in the beginning of the play, several
women in the audience
gasped. The burly Apple
has as much of the raw animalistic presence that the
role of Stanley Kowalski
demands. His fiery perfor-

When
"Streetcar"
stopped at SJSU Friday
night, some of the desire
was missing. The 1947 Tennessee Williams classic
produced by Theatre Arts
department takes viewers
back to a world where
relationships matter, sex is
only hinted at, passion is
implied, and dreams almost come true.
The play focuses on the
visit of Blanche DuBois,
the central character and
one of the most well -developed female leads in modern drama. She lives in a
fantasy life of culture and
refinement that slowly rots
to reveal a tawdry reality.
While past SJSU productions were difficult because of elaborate horse
costumes ("Eqqus"1, or
trouble
finding
extras
( "Mountain
Meadows
Massacre") according to
Kate Irvine, publicity coordinator, "This play is hard
to act."
A play that demands
as much realism, emotional range, and intensity
as this one is obviously an
ambitious undertaking for
a university.
Strong acting
Stella Kowalski (Kathy O’Shea) debates whether or not to tell her sister Blanche she’s pregnant during a rehearsal for SJSU Theatre’s upcoming production of "A Streetcar Named Desire." The play
opens Thursday and will run through Feb. 16.
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of Faculty Associations
and the United Professors
of California.
Of the 99 previous challenged ballots, 49 of them
are acceptable to be

and
opened tomorrow
to
according
counted,
Cindy Shurrum in the
PERB elections office. An
additional 23 ballots were
voided and 27 will remain

The costuming was
subtle and authentic, the
lighting onstage duplicated
the annoying harsh glare of

mance rivaled the one that
made Marlon Brando famous.
Katy O’Shea seemed
perfectly at home in the
role of Stella. Stanley’s reserved and thoroughly
feminine wife. O’Shea is so
calm and understated that
sometimes it was hard to
tell if she was acting at all.
"Streetcar" is set in
New Orleans, Louisiana, a
state famous for the slug-

"We will either have a
winner or will continue
working out the remaining
challenges," said Janet
Caroway, PERB election
officer.

challenged.
However, if one of the
unions get a majority than
the number of remaining
challenged ballots, then
they will be the winner.

The additional ballot
counting has been going on
since last May, when the
runoff election was held between the two unions to determine who would be the
sole collective bargaining
agent for the teaching faculty at all the 19 California
camUniversity
State
puses.

Around other campuses
By Alicia Tippetts
An exhibit of "20th Century Dinosaurs" will be on
display until May I at the Museum of Natural History,
near the University of Southern California.
These dinosaurs take up to eight months to complete. What are they made of? Discarded ar(tomobile
parts.
Humbolt State University student. Fred Ballet
proved that physical handicaps do not have to be a liability.
Ballet is blind--and a member of the university’s
wrestling team. He relies on intuition to guide him while
competing in the sport.
Because they live in earthquake country, Californians are always hearing about "the big one" and wondering how to survive it. So, apparently, are people in 27
other countries.
To help prepare for "the big one," USC had an inter-

THE

national earthquake conference. Three hundred people
representing 27 countries were there.
For all you trivia buffs, California State University,
Sacramento, has the thing just for you: the "Titanic
Tussle of Trivial Trash."
TTTT questions will range from sports, movies, and
television , to books, movies, and the absurd.
The trivia bowl will be Feb. 28.

The validity of the 509
ballots has been challenged by the CFA, UPC,
the CSU system and
PERB. Since then, PERB
has been coordinating
hearings to determine if
the ballots should be
counted or not.

The University of California regents have ordered
an audit of UC Irvine’s use of funds for the Special Ethnic Studies program.
Professors James Flink and Joseph Jorgensen said
that money for their program was diverted to other programs.
Flink said he learned that the ethnic studies program was allocated $913,00 in 1978 and $1 million in 1979.
Year end reports indicate that the program recieved
and spent half those amounts

jolt of energy and comic relief.
Ron Lindblom, who
has professional acting and
directing experience with
the
Collective
Artist
Theatre, Boston and the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival lent a touch for understated sensitivity to the
role of Mitch, the simple
younger man enamored
with
the manipulative
Blanche.
The rest of the play
rested on the shoulders of
Sandy Mulvihill, in the central role of Stella’s visiting
sister Blanche, a woman
twice Mulvihill’s actual
age.
It seemed as if this
generation gap between
Sandy’s experience and
that of Blanche, a woman
fiercely clinging to an illusion of youth and fading
beauty,
searching
for
"men who live where gold
spouts" to rescue her from
a shabby reality was where
the flaws in the production
lay.
Mulvihill
was
fine

Mulvihill convey the passionate bitterness that the
role demands.
Television play
In short, the SJSU production of "A Streetcar
Named Desire" was more
like watching a play on
television rather than an
experience
of
"being
there" that successful live
theater produces.
This "streetcar" was
like a rollercoaster, it
started out impatiently
slow, gradually brought
the viewer to peaks of emotion and drama, and then
destroyed the tension with
frequent breaks to change
props, poor timing, disruptive sound effects, and
corny music.
Nearly every dramatic
moment in the play was interrupted with campy,
melodramatic soap opera
music. The effect was akin
to watching late-late TV
movies with frequent commerical interruptions.
Sometimes the music
sounded like it emanated

As of Jan. 27, 198:3
CFA was ahead in the ba I
loting, 6,539 votes to 6,53:;
votes for the UPC.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT A S BUSINESS OFFICE

SATURDAY, FEB 26
UNION BALLROOM
SJSU 8 PM
TICKETS
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Every Thurs,
Singles Dance

Contest
Contest
$100 Cash Prize
$100 Cash Prize
$1,000 Grand Prize

NO COVER CHARGE Tues-Thurs
The Terrace 750 The Pruneyard Campbell
OPEN TUES THRU SAT FROM 4 PM
’I,

’I,

’I,

5

HOURS

SAN JOSE ART

1/4

Gerae
C,irl Antonio Road
87 Valley F
San Jose Cali 95128 Mt Ver.. Calrl 94040
941 3600
2498700

VF M- F 9-9. Sal 9.530 Sr

l2-5

Picture you
on Waikiki
for a week.
Only $299
including
airfare!

MV M -Sal 9530

’4

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
in celebration of our

l’acific East Air makes it happen.
The party starts when you take off. It
begins with free meal and beverage service with cuisine the equal of any in the
sky. Then the fun starts. with activities like
Itingo where you can win some pocket
nioney and drawings where you can win a
free trip. Before you land you’re given a
special Waikiki Coupon Book, a $200 value.
It’s free! Then you step off our plane and
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We Feature
Fried rice
Sweet & sour pork
Sweet & sour ribs
Spicy beef
Barbeque ribs
Chow mein

Jumbo egg rolls
Chicken broccoli
Beef cauliflower
Zucchini & pork
Bell peppers & port.
Pork rib stew

Porn Pom CIO(

ken

1.75
Any Two
Combination
Selections

ADV $4 DOOR $5

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

MR,ITIVCS

Corner of 8th & E. Santa ( Loa

"A Streetcar Named
Desire" will play at 8 p.m.
February 17 through 19 and
at 2:30 p.m. February 18.
Tickets are $5 for general
admission, 82.50 for students and senior citizens on
weekends and $4 general,
$2 student on weekdays,
and are available at the
University Theatre Box Office, 5th and San Fernando.
Call (408)277-3190.

TICKETS: ADV $6.50 DOOR $7 50

PRESENTS GOTCHA TUES SAT 9-2
Every Wed,
Wornens Sexy Leg

"Streetcar" is, however a fun trip to the past, a
nostalgic ride into the tumultous lives of its vivid
characters, and an enjoyable way to spend an evening.
The power of William’s
classic play, and the
dreams its characters
cling to have not diminished over the last 35
years.

THURSDAY, FEB. 24
MORRIS DAILEY
AUDITORIUM 8 PM

CAMPBELLS HOT SPOT
Every Tues,
Ladies Night
Mens Sexy Chest
Contest
$100 Cash Prize

from some distant television set backstage. It
swelled to a crescendo and
then stopped abruptly as if
someone
changed
the
channel.
Ironically, the show
was directed by an NBC
television producer, Richard Parks. Four times a
year, Parks takes a break
from teaching at SJSU and
commutes to Hollywood to
produce freelance short
stories and interviews.
Hollywood dose
In fact, "Streetcar"
suffers from a heavy dose
of Hollywood. None of the
actors have realistic Louisiana accents, the set and
hordes of extras parading
by fail to give the play
more than a two-dimensional flavor of its French
Quarter locale. The music
lends a campy effect. One
sound effect -- supposedly
thunder -- sounded like
someone banging on a cookie sheet in the background, and a recurrent
voice shouting "Red hot"
at the end of a few scenes
forced the audience to supress a laugh.

..SSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

Advertise
in the
Spartan Daily

TERRACE

when Blanche’s personality was flamboyant and
giddy, but when the role
demanded pain and anger
she failed to deliver the
emotion that could have
drawn the audience to empathize with Blanche’s
plight.
Understandably,
Blanche Du Bois is a demanding role for any
woman, but only in the
final scenes of the play as
Stanley shatters her last
grasp at happiness and
Blanche breaks down does

David Apple took off his shirt . . .
several women in the audience gasped

Faculty union to be decided tomorrow
By Rochelle Fortier
The Public Employee’s Relations Board may
be able to announce a winner tomorrow in the election between the Congress

gishness of its inhabitants
It was difficult to discern
whether Katy captured
this essence, or was simply
dragging her feet through
the play. Some of the dialogue between Stella and
Blanche was so painfully
lethargic that it sometimes
sent the passion in "Streetcar" screeching to a halt.
Kate Irvine was delightfully obnox xis as the
Kowalski’s neighbor, Eunice. She and stage husband Dave Hereford gave
the play a much -needed
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Special Coupon or Mail Orders only.
Order direct from Pacific East Air. For
information call:

Free Pacific East Air T-shirts
for first 50() coupon ticket orders!

FREE
,,,its

into eight sun-drenched days, seven &nous nights in a hotel in the heart of Waikiki.
And take home a walletful of memories.
That’s our special Student Promotion.
Only on Pacific East Air. And onh if you buy
your ticket before March 1st.
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Stanford catcher Rick lundblade looks for a lost ball while an unidentified Spartan batter drops to the ground. The Spartans
won this game against Stanford 32 on Feb. 11 when lefielder Dana Corey homered in the bottom of the ninth. The next day

Spartan ruggers draw few fans
By Bruce Barton
Rugby has gone from a
popular college sport to a
fairly obscure one, but one
that has not faded from the
muddy fields of SJSU.
The SJSU rugby club
attempts to revitalize that
interest, The team requires
no admission and invites
anyone to join.
According to SJSU
coach Ron McBeath, the
team has attracted over 100
recruits and has 70 players
on its roster. There are 40
active members on this
year’s team.
But despite many
participants, SJSU _ spectators have not been

plentitul -There a been
very little audience participation," McBeath said.
McBeath said rugby
traditionally draws a lot of
athletes film American
football and soccer because
of the variety of maneuvers
they can perform. Rugby
combines the lateral
passing and tackling of
American football with the
kicking and footwork involved in soccer. Fifteen
people play on each side,
attempting to score on each
other’s goal. "Any player
can run, kick or receive but
do so from an onside
position," McBeath said,
adding players cannot use

the forward pass as 111
American football.
SJSU has had rugby
teams since 1972 and was
classified as the top college
rugby team in the state in
1976, according to McBeath. However, the last
few years, SJSU has not
done as well. The problem
this year, according to
McBeath, is "keeping the
teams going."
So far this year, the
rugby teams have played
three pre-season matches
and two league matches.
SJSU’s two rugby teams,
divided into "gold" and
"blue" teams both lost
matches to the University

MEDICAL SCHOOL
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF THE CARRRIBEAN, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
offers o three year program leading to the M.D. degree. Taught in English. Listed
by the World Health Organization. Located in Montserrat, British West hides. For
information contact:

Medical Education Information Office-IJ )
100 NW 37th Ave. Miami, Fl. 33125 3951 693-1150

of Santa Clara. The gold
team lost a close match 7-6
while the blue team was
beaten 20-10.
McBeath said the
scoring is usually higher in
rugby than soccer because
a goal counts as four points
and a point -after counts as
two. Penalty kicks count
for three points.
McBeath said that in
the early 1900s before
American football caught
on, rugby was the "major
in
sport"
college
California. Schools like
the
and
Stanford
University of California at
Berkeley were major
ruglirOwers.
%NW’s biggest rivalry
is with Santa Clara, a team
they will face again Feb.
26., in an attempt to avenge
last week’s home loss.
Meanwhile, SJSU will
tackle Bergen Hall this
Saturday 1 p.m. at Spartan
Field. Spartan Field is at
the north end of Spartan
Stadium, located on the
corner of Humboldt and
10th streets. SJSU has six
more games in their
season, two more at home
:Ind four away.

however. Stanford swept the Spartans in a doubleheader, 9-2 and 15-11. The team will face the University of San Francisco
for a noon doubleheader Feb. 19 in San Francisco.

Sluggers wait out storm,
drop two at soggy Stanford
By Lisa Ewbank
With Friday’s 3-2 last -inning win over Stanford, the
Spartans dared to hope for the impossible a sweep of
last year’s College World Series finalists.
But, after Saturday’s doubleheader was postponed for
two days because of a soggy Sunken Diamond, SJSU
succumbed twice to the powerful Cardinal Monday, 9-2
and 15-11.
The Spartans jumped out in front in the first game
when outfielder Scott Rettig tripled in the first off of
Stanford starter and winning pitcher Brian Myers. Tom
Krause’s bouncer to first brought Rettig in, and it stayed
1-0 for four innings.
The Cardinal edged ahead 2-1 with two runs in the
fifth, on Mark Davis’ two-run homer, and one in the sixth,..
but after Spartan Ken Caminiti skiggetbiellrst homer,’
Stanford erupted for six in the bottom of dweighth.
Ken Rebiejo. 0-1. was tagged with the loss.
Rettig led the Spartans, going three-for-four, while Ed
Gallo was two-for-four.
Mike Aldrete, three-for-three in the first game with
Iwo RBI, continued his rampage on the Spartans in the
nightcap, going three-for-three with five RBI.

Fledgling Spartans miss early bird and place fourth

All students who are quick of hand and fleet of foot
should go to the meeting tonight in the women’s gym from
7-9 p.m.
The team needs a total of 24 players to compete in the
men’s singles, women’s singles, mixed doubles, and
men’s and women’s categories against the other seven
schools in the league.
In the first tournament Feb. 5 at UC Davis, Bryan
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Caminiti, a switch hitter, slammed his second homer
of the day and the season from the other side in the fourth
to put the Spartans ahead 10-9 in the evening slugfest.
SJSU chalked up 12 hits, led by Mark Triplett’s threefor-four with four RBI.
But it was not quite enough to catch the Cardinal’s 14.
The Spartans used four pitchers, and Ed Bass, 0-1,
appearing in the decisive seventh inning, got the loss.
The Cardinal was behind 11-10 going into the final atbat, but with Pete Stanicek on base after tripling home the
tying run. Bass intentionally walked sluggers Davis and
Aldrete.
First baseman Eric Hardgrave took advantage of the
situation and hit his second round-tripper of the day, a
.emeasure Nast to center, to bury the SKrtans.
In Fr’
’ 3-2 Win af Municipal Stadium, Dana Corey
A al to the showers with a solo home run in
sWit thef
the bottom of the ninth.
Joe Cucchiara, who came on in the seventh, was
credited with the win, and Stanford’s John Radtke took
the loss.
SJSU begins the NorCal Baseball Association season
March 22 at Pacific.

Badminton team needs rackets
By Rochelle Fortier
The new SJSU badminton team is looking for
aggressive students who love to hit the bird with a
racquet.
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Horblit placed second in the men’s doubles. Mei Ling Lee
placed second in the women’s singles.
Only having 11 people at the tournament was one of
the reasons that the team did not do very well overall. San
Jose placed fourth out of seven schools. Davis came in
first with 50.5 points, then came Stanford with 30.5.
Berkeley 35, SJSU 22, Sacramento State 10, De Anza
College eight, and Fresno State five.
SJSU will host the next tournament March 5 in the
women’s gym. April 9 will be the NorCal championship at
Fresno and in May the state championships will be held at
Davis.
The team was started this semester by Craig Jeong.
who played badminton when he was a student at Davis.
Now that he is a student here, he took the initiative to gets
team started. He says that the game is even bigger down
in Southern California and before the cutbacks, Berkeley
and Fresno State were giving scholarships for badminton.
The team also pracices during open recreation night
on Tuesdays in the women’s gym from 7-11 p.m.
For information call Kathy Thomas at 280-1416.

SPANISH

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A BROCHURE
CONTACT SUMMER LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
CALIFORNIA 95064 OR PI IONF (4081429 2524
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Architects vie for Rec Center design
By

Scott Bontz

The field of potential architects for the proposed Recreation and Events Center was narrowed to three yesterday by a Student Union board of directers selection committee.
The committee, which reviewed presentations made
by representatives of seven architectural firms Friday,
picked ELS Design Group; Hall, Goodhue, Raisely & Barker; and Parkin to be the final candidates.
SUBOD Chairman Matt Bogoshian said the seven
companies were among the "top architectural firms in
the country," and all were qualified to design the center.
He said the three chosen seemed "eager to get into
it
Ron Barrett, Student Union director, said the committee’s choices will be submitted for approval to
SUBOD, SJSU President Gail Fullerton and the CSU
board of trustees.
The trustees will make the final selection.
Barrett said the selection committee may present
their three choices in order of preference, "in effect"

making the final decision.
Barrett explained that the committee’s study of the
potential architects was more extensive than any review
the trustees might conduct, and rejection of the committee’s choices would be unlikely.

budget.
Henry Orbach, associate vice president of facilities
development and operations, said Monday the construction cost of the center would be "about $14.5 million." He
said architect’s fees would be about 5.5 to 6 percent of the
cost.

Barrett said the choices would probably be sent to
Fullerton this week. He said he hoped that the board of
trustees could make the final selection at its March meeting.
According to Barrett, the firms that made presentations were selected from 50 applicants in a two-step
screening process by SUBOD, the university administration and a panel of independent architects.

Orbach said about $17 million in bonds would be sold
to finance construction. He said about $3.5 million would
be used to pay interest earnings to investors until the fall
1984 semester, when each student’s fee will be hiked to
$40. Each student now pays $10 per semester for the center.
When the fee increase is put into effect, Orbach said
student fees will give about $1.8 million to 81.9 million a
year to the center.
The center was originally estimated at 813 million,
but an administration report issued in October said proponents estimated the cost of floating a $13 million bond instead of estimating the cost of building a $13 million facility. The latter would require a $21 million bond issue.

The representatives made a 45-minute presentation
in the Associated Students council chamber explaining
why they felt their firms were the best qualified to design
the center.
Bogoshian said the representatives were asked to
show their firms’ qualifications, experience, willingness
to work and understanding of SJSU students, administration and staff. Bogoshian also said the selection committee was concerned with the firms’ ability to work within

At that time, Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans said that either increased funding would be sought
or the scope of the project would be reduced.
SUBOD chose the latter alternative at its Jan. 18
meeting, dropping the proposed swimming pool, diving
pool and sun deck.
At the same meeting, the location of the events center, originally planned for the archery field, was moved
next to the recreation center on the ROTC field.
The events center will ideally seat 10,500 and be able
to host indoor track events, in addition to having facilities
for basketball, volleyball, tennis, soccer, badminton,
gymnastics, concerts, stage presentations and trade
shows.
The recreation center will have facilities for weight
training, body conditioning, handball, racquetball, and
squash. It would ideally have a gymnasium for basketball, volleyball, badminton, fencing and rollerskating.
Orbach said the pools might eventually be built on the
archery field.
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AIESEC will hold a
general meeting at 4 p.m.
today in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Call Denise
DeNardi at 277-3458 for
more information.
Campus Ministry will
have an Ash Wendesday
Worship at 8 a.m, this
morning. Call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204 for more
information.
CalPIRG, the California Public Interest Reasearch Group, will hold a
general interest meeting at
7:30 today in the S.U. Costonoan Room. Call Doug,
277-8562 for more information.

The
Yetvin:
Ellen
River Paintings, will be
shown at Gallery 5 of the
Art Building until Friday.
Call Ellen Yetvin, 255-3559,
for more information.
The Office of Traffic
and Parking Operations is
holding a Transportation
fair from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
front of the Student Union.

SHAC, the Student
Health Advisory Committe, will hold a meeting
at 12:30 today in the Health
Building, Room 208

moneys ()zoo

It

Phi Chi Theta, the professional business fraternity, will have a wine and
cheese reception from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. in BC 001. For
more
information call
Carol Page, 997-0703.

History Associates will
have an open lecture on the
"Democratic Political Process in Colonial America"
at 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. today in
DMH 226A. For more information call Eric Narveson,
244-2536

The Society of Profes
sional Journalists will hold
a general meeting at 4:30
today in DBH 208. Attendance for members is mandatory.

athow
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The Akbaykan Filipino
Club will have a meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
more information call Eleanor at 734-4445.

Spartan
Daily
4:.os,

CARP will present a
film on Uniifcation at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call Inge Ulves
tad at 292-3905.

Tonight

AFRICAN AWARENESS COMMITTEE
PROUDLY PRESENTS
$1.75

$1.75

Fora lifetime...

DR HARRY EDWARDS
MEET THE
CONTROVERSIAL MAN
BEHIND THE BLACK FIST
MOVEMENT ON
THURSDAY 17TH AT
12:00 IN THE
BALLROOM

Soon-to-be-wed couples have been
selecting their engagement and wedding
nngs at Gleim Jewelers for more than
fifty years.
Our extraordinary selection of gemstones
and settings reflects our tradition of
excellence. quality and value. Our
Certified Gemologists, master goldsmiths
and discerning sales staff will help you
make a choice that you will treasure for
a lifetime.
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A.S. official takes fight
over fee hike to Duke
By Bob Teeter
California Gov. George
Deukmejian plans to raise
university fees by 8230 next
semester,
but
Elaine

Chang, A.S. Director ot
California State Affairs, is
working to change that.
Chang and 10 other students representing the Cal.

Budget cuts. . .
Untamed from pap I
revenue falls below a certain level.
The state’s revenue, however, is already well below
that mark, according to state Controller Ken Cory
Alquist said that the compromise worked out last
week was simply a face-saving device for Deukmejian,
who has opposed any tax hike this year.
But the compromise fell apart over the weekend when
the two parties could not come to terms over specifics of
the plan.
"We’re not too optimistic about this situation," said
Paul Fidelli, press secretary for Senate Majority Leader
John Garramendi. "The governor’s people are backing
away from their ( earlier t position."
State Treasurer Jesse Unruh said Tuesday that unless the current dilemma is settled by next week, the state
would "most likely" be out of money for March as well.
Deukmejian and state Treasury officials must find a
solution to the fiscal crisis by Feb. 23, the date Cory said
the state will have to issue IOUs to pay state employees
and state income tax refunds.
Cory said Tuesday that about 75,000 10Us will have to
be issued to taxpayers regardless of whether an immediate solution is found.
Cory’s office also said university employees will not
receive IOUs, because the state Constitution requires that
education be given first priority in financial matters.
In a related area, Guttormsen said Monday that final
details of last month’s SJSU budget cuts were submitted
last week to the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
As expected, the majority of cuts were made when departments declined to fill vacant instructional positions
and temporary appointments were not renewed. This led
to a savings in staff benefits of over $60,000 with total savings for instructional departments of more than 6334.000.
The remaining $100.000 in the SJSU cuts were covered
by reductions in student services, administrative opera inns, and maintenance areas.

donna State Students Aswith
met
sociation,
Deukmejian on Feb. 8 to
express their opposition to
the higher fees personally
and with student petitions.
"He didn’t feel the 6230
proposal is unreasonable,"
Richards,
Curtis
said
CSSA’s lobbyist in Sacramento. "We, of course, disagree. We let him know we
thought that was unreasonable and unfair.
"It seemed like he was
being very receptive, yet
he was just listening,"
Chang said.
She presented 400 signatures from SJSU.
A.S. directors will
begin collecting more signatures for the petition
Thursday.
CSSA presented 12,000
signatures to the Legislature, according to Richards.
"Our goal is 50,000 to
60,000," he said. "If we can
prove a dramatic number
would not come into the
(Deukmesystem . .
jian said) he would review
his proposal,"
CSSA supports higher
taxes on personal income,
oil companies, and "sin"
items such as cigarettes
and liquor.
Deukmejian has said
he would not increase
taxes.

Financial aid director foresees
passage of military amendment
Male applicants may have to prove military registration
By John Venturino
The SJSU financial aid office is still
awaiting final instructions on how to implement a new federal regulation requiring
students who receive financial aid to register for the draft.
Before the new law can be implemented, it must be published in the Federal
Register. The public is then given 30 days to
comment. The open-comment period will
end February 28.
However, the chance of negative public
reaction making any difference in the way
the law is enforced is unlikely, according to

"MEET AND EAT"
12:00-1:30
Thursday, Feb. 17th
featuring:

FRANK SCHIAVO
SJSU Professor

Environmentalist/Teacher
Campus Christian Center
10th Et San Carlos

A document Ryan received in January
from the U.S. Department of Education included a sample of the proposed registration compliance form. The new form has
been combined with the statement of educational purpose form, which certifies a stu-

dent will use the money for school related
expenses.
According to the document, all federal
aid recipients must complete the form, certifying either the reason they are exempt
from registering or that they are already
registered. Registered students must include a copy of their registration acknowledgment letter.
All males born after Dec. 31, 1959, and
not already on active military duty, are required by law to register with Selective
Service within 30 days of their lath birthday.

Thieves come up short in stereo theft;
useless turntable stolen from lounge
By Cassie MacDuff
Whoever pried an old stereo
turntable from a locked console
in a faculty lounge sometime between Jan. 26 and Feb. 7. decided
the radio and speakers in the
same aging cabinet weren’t
worth taking.
The thief or thieves are probably wishing by now they hadn’t
bothered with the turntable either.
The stereo "hadn’t worked in

Open parties ...
Noon Luncheon

Donald Ryan, financial aid director.
"Congress requires that any law be
opened to public comment for 45 days, but in
this case they shortened the period to 30
days so that schools can start implementing
the law sooner," Ryan said. "I don’t think it
( negative reaction) is going to make any
difference."

years," said Robert W. Travis,
associate dean of administration
for the School of Business.
The stereo console had been
in Business Classroom 001 for 11
years, Travis said. It came with
the tables and chairs when the
room was originally furnished. It
was so neglected, nobody’s even
sure exactly when the turntable
disappeared.
During a Feb. 7 meeting,
some of the faculty members no-

"looked
cabinet
the
ticed
strange." Upon investigation,
they discovered the consoie had
been pried open and the turntable
wrenched out.
Nobody could quite remember when they last saw the console intact.
Travis reported the theft to
University Police Feb. 9.
Nobody’s quite sure either if
the lounge was locked.
"It’s supposed to be locked,"

CALPIRG:

Continued horn page 1
pay for those types of items, Dushane said.
Dushane thought such careful accounting, though
resting on what he called a technicality, would free the
Greeks to hold large open-admission parties as fundraisers as they have in the past.
San Jose Police have approved the idea behind the
party regulations, Dushane said, but since they have yet
to recieve an application for a party governed by the new
rules, he cannot be sure whether the police will actually
let the parties go on.
The only party now scheduled is tentatively planned
for March 25 at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.

If CalPIRG members can collect the 200-300 signatures needed to get on the ballot in March, they would
then have to negotiate with the administration concerning exactly when and how the program would be set up.
The administration can turn CalPIRG down completely,
but as far as Hindman knows that has never happened.
SJSU administration officials could not be reached
for comment.
SJSU students voted down CalPIRG two years ago.
According to Hindman, the group’s method of funding is the key to its strength. CalPIRG members cannot
"continually, semester to semester, go out and cover
the entire campus saying this is what we’re doing and
this is why you should give your $3," Hindman said.
He said fund-raising would divert time away from
work on projects, which is the main problem with other
student groups.
According to Jerry Skomer, executive director of
the state program, CalPIRG has about 30 paid staff
members state-wide and a budget for this fiscal year of
about a half million dollars.
Salaries for staff members start at about 67,000 a
year, with the highest paid member being the executive
director at about 615,000 a year, according to Hindman.
25,000 contributors

Librar y

How to make peace withTolstoy.

Apparently the stereo is not
going to be missed much. The
business school has no plans to
replace it.
"We wouln’t put anything
like that in there again." Travis
said.

Funding required

Cananued ham page I
want, whereas the fees students currently pay are
for things they don’t want, which is "rather a positive
change."
"When you consider what we’re already paying, CI
is such a minuscule percentage of this," Duer added.
Signatures needed

Cannnuee hem page 1
backup system for overcast weather since blueprints
for building were approved by state Legislature in 1979,
Orbach said.
Before giving the initial okay for construction, the
Legislature deleted the backup heating from the project.
Orbach said.
Evans said that linking the library’s heating system
to the university’s main heating facility is probably inevitable.

Travis said. "We let student
groups and all kinds of groups
use the room. We ask them to
lock up when they leave but they
don’t always do it."

Before CalPIRG became a state-wide organization
last year, each school had its own program.
CalPIRG also operates at San Diego State University
and the University of California campuses at Santa
Cruz, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego.
Although some projects, such as the high price of
telephone hook ups for dormitory residents and the high
price of textbooks, are related only to college students,
the larger issues CalPIRG tackles affect the community
at large.
If CalPIRG is approved by students in a "Russian
style" ballot, and the administration cooperates with
CalPIRG leaders, an interim board consisting of student
volunteers who have "worked the hardest" on the project would be established until an election could be held,
according to Hindman.
The state board, consisting of 15 board members
from the other college campuses, would then select
three or four members from the SJSU board to represent SJSU on the state level. Both boards are composed of volunteers.
The state board decides which projects the organization will deal with.
Recent projects

CalPIRG’s recent projects include a comprehensive report on last year’s defeated bottle bill, which
would have required a deposit on soft drink and beer
bottles ,and a successful lobbying effort for the passage
of the "lemon law" to protect new -car buyers, Hindman
said.
Skomer said Berkeley has about 100 active volunSome 25,000 students contribute money to CalPIRG,
with the rest of the money being collected from door-to- teers, and over half of them are receiving academic
credit for their work
door canvassing.
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convenient-fast -inexpensive
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San Jose Optical Co.
Eyeglasses-Repairs -Adjustments
Contact Lens Service
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SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEV

9-00-5:30 Monday thru Friday
292-237,
434 E. Santa Clara

aCtOSS from DMH

HOW TO GET IT
FOR LESS
THIS WEEKEND.
Nothing in college is inexpensive these days, partici]
larly the weekends. That’s why you should visit Liquor
Barn. We’ve got over 5,000 imported and domestic
wines, champagnes, spirits and beers (40 different keg
brands also available). And all at the lowest possible
discount prices. That means you can lower your college
expenses without cutting hack on your college enter,
tainment. And these days that’s a pretty good deal.
Come into the Liquor
Barn. You can get whatever you want and you
can get it for less.

It the acadeMit: wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It’s just one of five deliciously

different flavors from
General Foods’
International Coffees,

Liquor Barn

Itent

GENERAL FOODS" INTFRNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MDCI1 A FE! I I NG AS A FLAVOR

Available at:

SPECIALSPECIALSTHIS WEEK
Inglenook (4 Liter) Chablis, Burgundy
or French Colombard, $4.49.
Beaulieu 1979 Rutherford Cabernet
Sauvignon (750 ml.) Limited Edit’
$5.97.
Budweiser Beer
(12 Pack) 12
oz. Cans, $4.19
Smirnoff Vodka
Yon get ss hates er vou want,
(1.75 Liter)
and yost get it for less.
$8.99.
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